Sex on the Beach

**Details**

- **Alcohol content:** 12 % Vol
- **Type:**
  - Classic
  - For women
  - Party
  - Trendy
- **Taste:**
  - Sweet
  - Fruity
  - Palatable
- **Preparation time:** 4 min
- **Country of origin:** International
- **Event:**
  - Women's night
  - Drinking party
  - Beach
  - Holidays

**Description**

Sex on the Beach is an all time classic that consists of vodka, peach liqueur, orange, cranberry and lemon juice. It's a sweet, fruity, palatable and good looking mixture, exactly what women like. 2-3 cocktails in the bar and then head to the beach..

Sex on the Beach is a vodka mixture, however, mixed you can't notice any of that. Orange juice, cranberry juice and peach liqueur are the taste determining ingredients, a faintly sweet and fruity mixture.

It's a fancy-cocktail which you should present in a extraordinary way. For example in a hurricane-glass with orange-cherry or pineapple-cherry decoration is an eye-catching option. Straws, even palms and umbrellas look really great.

A good choice for all kind of events, like women's night, parties or for the deckchair in the afternoon. It's most important that it's sunny weather and you don't have to work the next day.
Ingredients

1 1/2 fl. oz. Vodka
1 fl. oz. Peach liqueur
3 fl. oz. Orange juice
3/4 fl. oz. Cranberry juice
3/4 fl. oz. Lime juice (or 2 cl Lemon juice)
1/2 cup Crushed Ice (or 6 pcs Ice cubes)

Preparation

Method: Shaking with ice cubes Bar equipment: Shaker

1. Decoration

An orange half slice with a cherry on top fits well with Sex on the Beach. For that, cut off a slice of orange and make a short cut in the middle. Then, take a toothpick and stick a cherry on top. Place it all together on the glass rim.

2. Shaking

Place Vodka, peach liqueur, orange juice, cranberry juice and lime juice along with 2-3 ice cubes in a cocktail shaker and shake it hard.
3. Serving

Finally, fill half of your glass with crushed ice and strain the drink into it. Add some black straws and serve it ice cold.

Fine adjustment

Too sweet >> More lime juice and/or more orange juice

Not sweet enough >> More peach liqueur and/or more syrup

Not enough alcohol >> More vodka

Too much alcohol taste >> More lime juice and/or more orange juice

Tips

Use prechilled orange and cranberry juice.

Dose the lime juice and peach liqueur very carefully.

Mix with fresh lemon or lime juice, no concentrate.

Use a mid or low priced vodka.

Decoration / Serving

Hurricane-glasses are most appropriate for Sex on the Beach. Long-drink glasses are a good alternative. Add at least one black straw. Fruit decoration made of orange, cherry, pineapple or kiwi are ideal. Umbrellas and palms also look really great. Everybody creates its own artwork, there are no limits for fancy-cocktail decorations.

A good presentation and an adequate environment are as important as the taste of cocktails. Use our online decoration tool to test different decorations and glasses.